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Introduction
by Joseph Goodman

C

olonel Lou Zocchi is a pioneer in the adventure gaming industry. He is known for many accomplishments,
but the one most familiar to everyday gamers is for being “the original dice guy.” Back in the 1970’s, Lou
was one of the first wholesalers to supply polyhedrons to D&D fans. He later went on to found Zocchi Distribution,
where he supplied retailers nationwide with gaming supplies, and he also is responsible for building the dice
company Gamescience. It was Gamescience that supplied precision polyhedrons to a generation of gamers. And it
was Gamescience that released Lou’s patented 100-sided die, the biggest news in dice for an entire decade.
Nowadays, Lou is retired but still active on the gaming circuit. You’ll find his booth at Gen Con, Origins, and many
other conventions. He still sells Gamescience dice, including the “classic” D&D set, as well as some other oddities
like the d5, d7, and d24.
In a recent conversation, Lou showed me one of the more unusual dice in his assortment: the 50-sided die. It looks
like a children’s top, and it tends to roll instead of stopping immediately on a number. Like many of Lou’s products,
it comes with a story. Elsewhere in this book Lou tells you part of that story. When we spoke at a game convention
regarding the 50-sided die, Lou lamented the fact that no game utilized the d50. It’s a fun die and if more games
used it, it would be more popular.
Being something of a “dice guy” myself, I could think of one simple way to remedy that! In this volume you’ll find
many ways to use a 50-sided die in your game. Fifty such ways, to be precise. Most of these are randomized tables,
but some are mechanics and “sub-systems” inspired by Lou’s treasure generation system (which he describes in
his Foreword). Lou is a creative guy who has made a life’s work of studying dice, and the ways he thinks about dice
always surprise me. If you ever get a chance to chat with him in person, don’t pass it up.
The book you hold in your hands has many entertaining and creative uses for the 50-sided die. A team of RPG
writers (and artists) helped put together this tome, and I think you’ll find it has application to almost any RPG –
whether fantasy or science fiction. If you’re not sure where to start, roll your d50 and consult the randomized table
of contents on page 3. I personally love randomized tables – and dice – so a book like this is like music to my ears. I
hope you enjoy it too.
– Joseph Goodman, October 2015
Where Do I Buy a d50?
You don’t already own a d50? For shame! You can buy one from
several places:
The Goodman Games web site at www.goodman-games.com
From Lou Zocchi’s booth at any convention he attends. Look for
Gamescience or Lou Zocchi in the exhibit hall. Lou attends Gen Con
and Origins every year, and has also been seen at many other smaller
cons.
You can also contact Lou Zocchi’s company, Gamescience, and
purchase a die directly from them. Gamescience can be reached at
www.gamesciencedice.com or (408) 634-2340.
What If I Don’t Own a d50?
You can still use this book! Simply roll d% and divide the result by two. Or roll a d5 for the tens digit and a d10 for the
ones digit. Of course you own a d5, right?
A Note on the d50 Numbering Convention
The d50 is not numbered 1-50. Look carefully and you’ll notice it is actually numbered 00-49. Therefore, the tables
in this book are also numbered 00-49.
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Foreword
by Colonel Lou Zocchi

I

can’t remember how I first became
aware of the 50-sided die, but I
found its designer, Kayce Thompson, living
in Janesville, Wisconsin. In l996, the State of
Wisconsin was going to have a state lottery that
used the number 50 or less to identify its winner.
Mr. Thompson contacted Koplow Games and
told them he wanted to buy a 50-sided die. They
informed him that he would have to buy 10,000
or more to justify the expenses involved. He sent
them the money, and, months later, he received
the dice. He and his wife spent hours putting
each die into a 4”x4” Ziplock bag, along with a
Big Winner card which provided instructions on
how to read the die.
The dice were packaged in cartons of 24 under
the Big Winner brand, so that they could be
sold in stores. Unfortunately, the State never
went into the lottery business, and Thompson
was stuck with dice he couldn’t sell. When I
offered to buy 100 of them, he was interested
and offered to deliver them to me in a Janesville
restaurant. I picked them up the day before I
needed to load in to the Gen Con convention in
another nearby town. I sold about 25 of them
at the con, and the rest of them trickled out at
other cons, or went to collectors, and hardcore
adventure game hobby shops.
When I tried to order more, he wasn’t interested.
He said he spent too much time taking them out
of their packages. Furthermore, he had a friend
who would sell them on the computer.
Each time I called him, the computer friend was going to list those dice soon, but never did. Finally, Mr. Thompson
and his wife got a divorce. The state of Wisconsin has a law that states that the husband must pay half of the cash
value of every asset to the wife. Those unsold dice were an asset that he had to sell. After attending a Gen Con, I
visited his home, paid him his asking price, and loaded up all of his unsold dice.
I put his dice into 3”x4” ziplock bags along with a very simple set of use instructions and a contest for customers
to send me suggestions on how to use this die. I received only one suggestion, so I declared that submitter the
winner after a year passed with no other suggestions. The suggestion was to use the die to identify the number and
types of coins found in a purse: copper pieces, silver pieces, or gold pieces. The first roll of the die told how many
coins were found. Let’s say that the number was 40. If the second roll was higher than the first, all of the coins were
copper. If the second roll was less, let’s say 35, 5 of the coins would be silver, and the die would be rolled again to
see what would become of the 35 remaining coins. Every time the die roll is higher than the last number rolled, the
remaining coins have the same value as those rolled last. If the 3rd roll generates a number smaller than the 2nd
number, let’s say 25, the 10 new coins are gold. If the next roll is greater than 25, all remaining 25 coins are gold. If
the next number is smaller than 25, lets say 5, the older 20 coins become gold and the remaining 5 coins become
magic or enchanted. I wanted uses for the die that were easy to remember, and didn’t require a table or chart, and
this was a perfect example.
This book gives a whole bunch of other uses for the 50-sided die. Enjoy!
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